Back to school
My medical school year produced four career occupational physicians of whom two are chief medical officers of multinational blue chip companies and one is a professor. Not bad for a year of 160, but perhaps it represents the fading nadir of a golden age. I am sure this number is not unrelated to the fact that at the time we trained, Malcolm Harrington was the professor of occupational medicine in the recently built Institute of Occupational Medicine, and I remember having a whole day dedicated to occupational health, which included an industrial visit. So in an era of declining undergraduate occupational health teaching it was reassuring to be asked to participate in the current undergraduate teaching at Birmingham University, a neat completion of the cycle for me and another of the quartet after a quarter of a century since our qualification. Another Malcolm (Braithwaite) ran the day with military precision and had recruited a cohort of consultants and specialist registrars to assist. Our mission was to supervise small group teaching sessions based on the case of a welder with back pain. My first surprise was to find that the cavernous pathology museum had disappeared. The rows and rows of specimens in dingy glass cases that I spent hours working among breathing formaldehyde had been replaced with a double-decked layer of smart and functional tutorial rooms. The second surprise was that the first group of 16 students dutifully turned up on time and signed an attendance register. Malcolm's suggested ice breaker was to ask if anyone had experience of working. This was the third surprise. Virtually none of 30 students had ever done any meaningful work apart from the odd waiting on in a restaurant job. Those who had unpaid work experience had taken in it the health service for CV purposes and even these students were in a distinct minority; no porters or cleaners. The nearest to traditional work experience was one student who had worked in a bakery. None of the students had been inside a factory or could identify with anything remotely similar to the photograph of the workshop our fictitious welder worked in. That night on the television there was a feature on the last needle factory in Redditch, where once there were more than a hundred factories producing over 90% of the world's needles. So even in what was once the workshop of the world, it is harder to offer industrial visits, but nevertheless like the teacher who never leaves school, not only do we risk producing a generation of doctors who have not had any occupational health teaching but also we risk a generation of doctors who do not have any meaningful insight into the work of their patients. Even where undergraduate occupational medicine is alive and kicking, the challenge is still greater than we think. Many medical schools don't do any occupational health teaching, and many medical students have no experience of the world of work. As occupational physicians we have a responsibility to rectify both. e-mail: hon.editor@som.org.uk 
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